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Recent research underlines the crucial role of disruption events and recovery policies in supply chains. Despite a wealth
of literature on supply chain design with disruption considerations, to the best of our knowledge there is no survey on
supply chain with disruptions and recovery considerations. We analyse state-of-the-art research streams on supply chain
design and planning with both disruptions and recovery considerations with the aim of relating the existing quantitative
methods to empirical research. The paper structures and classifies existing research streams and application areas of dif-
ferent quantitative methods subject to different disruption risks and recovery measures. We identify gaps in current
research and delineate future research avenues. The results of this study are twofold: operations and supply chain man-
agers can observe which quantitative tools are available for different application areas; on the other hand, limitations and
future research needs for decision-support methods in supply chain risk management domains can be identified.

Keywords: supply chain dynamics; supply chain risk management; supply chain resilience; supply chain design; supply
chain engineering

1. Introduction

SCD (supply chain design) considers facility location planning, allocation of customers to distribution centres or facto-
ries and supplier selection (Melo, Nickel, and Saldanha-da-Gama 2009; Chopra and Meindl 2012; Sawik 2013; Nair,
Jayaram, and Das 2015; Martel and Klibi 2016; Ivanov, Tsipoulanidis, and Schönberger 2017). Quantitative analysis
methods help to compute optimal SCD structures on the basis of several assumptions and constraints regarding demand,
supply and transportation capacities (Sourirajan, Ozsen, and Uzsoy 2009; Sadjady and Davoudpour 2012; Singh et al.
2012; Kumar and Tiwari 2013; Pan and Nagi 2013; Askin, Baffo, and Xia 2014). The objectives are related to costs
minimisation subject to some service level requirements. The results of the SCD influence supply chain planning (SCP)
decisions. Examples of SCP decisions comprise inventory management, distribution and transportation planning
(Manzini and Bindi 2009; Ravindran et al. 2010; Costantino et al. 2012; Bowersox, Closs, and Copper 2013; Ivanov,
Sokolov, and Pavlov 2014).

Uncertainty and risks play crucial role in both SCD and SCP decisions. Recurrent or operational risks and disruptive
risks (Tang 2006; Chopra, Reinhardt, and Mohan 2007; Tsai 2016; Ivanov 2017a; Rezapour, Farahani, and Pourakbar
2017) are typically involved with those considerations. Demand and lead-time uncertainty risks are related to opera-
tional risks (Kleindorfer and Saad 2005; Chopra, Reinhardt, and Mohan 2007; Acar, Kadipasaoglu, and Schipperijn
2010; Georgiadis et al. 2011; Hora and Klassen 2013; Meisel and Bierwirth 2014) and are frequently considered in the
framework of bullwhip-effect (Dejonckheere et al. 2003; Ouyang and Li 2010). SC managers achieved significant
improvements at managing the SCs and mitigating recurrent SC risks through improved coordinated planning and exe-
cution, e.g. vendor-managed inventory or collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment (CPFR) (Chopra and
Sodhi 2014; Govindan 2015; Xu, Dong, and Xia 2015).
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Disruption risks result from natural and man-made disasters, strikes, severe legal disputes, etc. (Chopra and Sodhi
2014; Simchi-Levi, Schmidt, and Wei 2014). Knemeyer, Zinn, and Eroglu (2009), Hora and Klassen (2013) and
Ambulkar, Blackhurst, and Grawe (2015) underline that recovery policies in supply chains (SC) are crucial to cope with
disruption events. The studies by Ivanov, Sokolov, and Dolgui (2014), Ivanov, Sokolov, and Pavlov (2014), Sokolov
et al. (2016), Ivanvo et al. (2017) and Ivanov (2017b) clearly distinguish bullwhip effect and the ripple effect that may
arise in case of disruptive risks subject to structural disruptions in the SC. The ripple effect describes the impact of a
disruption on SC performance and the disruption-based scope of changes in the SC structures. Managing the ripple
effect is closely related to a proactive design and planning of robust and resilient SCs and creating recovery policies.

Recent studies extensively considered proactive stage of SCD and SCP taking into account disruption risks (e.g. Xia
et al. 2004; Snyder and Daskin 2005; Xiao and Yu 2006; Wilson 2007; Cui, Ouyang, and Shen 2010; Baron, Milner,
and Naseraldin 2011; Chen, Li, and Ouyang 2011; Peng et al. 2011; Chen and Miller-Hooks 2012; Kouvelis and Li
2012; Schmitt and Singh 2012; Sodhi, Son, and Tang 2012; Baghalian, Rezapour, and Farahani 2013; Ivanov, Sokolov,
and Pavlov 2013; Li, Zeng, and Savachkin 2013; Lim et al. 2013; Qi 2013; Sawik 2013; Ivanov, Sokolov, and Dolgui
2014; Paul, Sarker, and Essam 2014; Kamalahmadi and Parast 2016). A number of remarkable state-of-the-art reviews
and conceptual frameworks have been published in this area (Klibi, Martel, and Guitouni 2010; Lim et al. 2010; Black-
hurst, Dunn, and Craighead 2011; Christopher et al. 2011; Klibi and Martel 2012; Simangunsong, Hendry, and Steven-
son 2012; Pettit, Croxton, and Fiksel 2013; Tang, Gurnani, and Gupta 2014; Ambulkar, Blackhurst, and Grawe 2015).

It can be observed in the existing studies that two groups of problem statements are generally considered (see
Figure 1):

• disruption consideration without recovery measures
• disruption consideration with recovery measures.

Despite a wealth of literature and state-of-the-art surveys on proactive SCD and SCP with disruption considerations,
to the best of our knowledge there is no state-of-the art review on SCD and SCP with disruptions and recovery consid-
erations. The goal of this study is to structure and classify existing research streams and application areas of different
methods for SCD and SCP with disruptions and recovery considerations as well as identifying gaps in current research
and delineating future research avenues with the aim of relating the existing quantitative methods to empirical research.

This paper is based on the conference paper (Ivanov, Dolgui, Sokolov, et al. 2016). We extend the conference paper
in regard to the scope of reviewed papers and analysis of current and future research streams. The remainder of this
paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a state-of-the-art overview of research on disruption risks with recov-
ery considerations in SCD and SCP with the help of quantitative methods. In Section 3, analysis of the considered liter-
ature is performed regarding the reasons for different risks, proactive and reactive measures for risk mitigation and
recovery, and application areas of different quantitative methods. Section 4 identifies gaps in current research and delin-
eates future research needs. The paper concludes by summarising the most important insights from the research.

2. State-of-the-art overview

2.1 Literature selection

In the last decade, reasons for disruptions in SCs have been extensively investigated. Numerous studies including (but
not limited to) the works of Hendricks and Singhal (2005); Kleindorfer and Saad (2005); Tomlin (2006); Craighead

Figure 1. Disruption consideration with and without recovery measures.
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et al. (2007); Blackhurst, Dunn, and Craighead (2011); Bode et al. (2011); Nair and Vidal (2011), Simangunsong,
Hendry, and Stevenson (2012), Pettit, Croxton, and Fiksel (2013); Tang, Gurnani, and Gupta (2014); Ivanov, Sokolov,
and Dolgui (2014), Ivanov, Sokolov, and Pavlov (2014), Ambulkar et al. (2015), Ho et al. (2015), Gunasekaran,
Subramanian, and Rahman (2015), Tukamuhabwa et al. (2015), Gupta et al. (2016), Ivanov, Sokolov, Pavlov, et al.
(2016), Ivanov, Sokolov, Dolgui, et al. (2016), Ivanov (2017b), Khalili, Jolai, and Torabi (2017), Yu, Li, and Yang
(2017) revealed basic reasons for the disruptions and their impact on SC execution and performance.

In order to restrict ourselves to quantitative methods, we feel that a review of the wealth of literature on SC risk man-
agement and collaboration strategies is out of scope of this paper. We refer to the works of Hallikas et al. (2004); Zsidisin
et al. (2004); Hendricks and Singhal (2005); Kleindorfer and Saad (2005); Tomlin (2006); Craighead et al. (2007);
Ritchie and Brindley (2007); Blackhurst, Dunn, and Craighead (2011); Bode et al. (2011); Chaudhuri, Mohanty, and
Singh (2013); Chen, Sohal, and Prajogo (2013); Pettit, Croxton, and Fiksel (2013); Ambulkar, Blackhurst, and Grawe
(2015) for the state-of-the-art research on SC risk management and collaborative approaches to recovery deployment.

In quantitative analysis, two basic approaches to hedging the SC against negative impacts of different disruptions –
proactive and reactive – have been developed in recent years. The proactive approach creates certain protections and
takes into account possible perturbations without recovery considerations while generating SCD (Klibi, Martel, and Gui-
touni 2010; Snyder et al. 2016). The reactive approach aims at adjusting SC processes and structures in the presence of
unexpected events (Knemeyer, Zinn, and Eroglu 2009; Ivanov, Sokolov, Pavlov, et al. 2016; Ivanov, Sokolov, Dolgui,
et al. 2016).

Literature on proactive strategies to SC disruption management suggests different approaches to generate robust and
resilient SC structures. Studies by Snyder and Daskin (2005); Goh, Lim, and Meng (2007); Wilson (2007); Wu, Black-
hurst, and O’grady (2007); Cui, Ouyang, and Shen (2010); Ravindran et al. 2010; Peng et al. (2011); Yang et al.
(2012); Ahmadi-Javid and Seddighi (2013); Baghalian, Rezapour, and Farahani (2013); Benyoucef, Xie, and Tanonkou
(2013); Xu, Wang, and Zhao (2014), Sawik (2016), Spiegler et al.(2016), Mizgier (2017), Lin et al. (forthcoming)
belong to the recommendable references on proactive approach.

The literature selection for this study has been made on the basis of the following principles. The first principle is
the objectives of this study. To these objectives belong:

• identifying reasons for risks in SCs in both qualitative and quantitative literature
• identifying measures for SC recovery in both qualitative and quantitative literature
• bridging reasons and recovery measures for development of contingency plans
• deriving commonalities/differences in qualitative and quantitative research on SC risks
• analysing different methods for quantitative analysis of SCD and SCP.

The second principle was to present a state-of-the-art review on a broad, multidisciplinary basis. This implies consid-
eration of different research methodologies such as optimisation, simulation and control theory. The third principle was
to cover two groups of problem statements:

• risk consideration without recovery measures
• risk consideration with recovery measures.

We emphasise that this analysis does not pretend to be a full collection of the papers published on the selected topic
but rather aims at bridging scientific results and managerial needs in order to provide SC managers with an overview of
current research trends in the area.

2.2 Mixed-integer programming

Mixed-integer programming (MIP) has been extensively applied to SCD beginning with the seminal study by Snyder
and Daskin (2005). The model aims at finding optimal SCD with assignments of customers to locations with the objec-
tive to minimise total SC costs. Lim et al. (2010) applied MIP model to incorporate a totally reliable backup supplier
which can be used if a primary supplier is destroyed. The related recovery costs are incorporated into the objective func-
tion. Li, Zeng, and Savachkin (2013) extended this model by introducing limits to the fortification budget.

Chen, Li, and Ouyang (2011) developed a joint inventory-location model under the risk of stochastic facility disrup-
tions. Another approach is taken by Lim et al. (2013). The authors turned away from probability estimation issues and
faced the trade-off of under- vs. over-estimation of disruption probabilities. The results suggest that an underestimation
of disruptions may have significantly higher impacts on the total SC costs as compared to overestimation. Such analysis
has been performed on the basis of a stylised continuous location model.
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Rafiei, Mohammadi, and Torabi (2013) developed a comprehensive model for a problem statement with multiple
products and many periods with considerations of inventory, back ordering, available machine capacity and labour levels
for each source, transportation capacity at each trans-shipment node and available warehouse space at each destination.
The authors analyse the settings with a backup supplier with reserved capacity and a backup trans-shipment node that
satisfied demands at higher prices without disruption facility. The solution to the model is based on a priority-based
genetic algorithm.

Hasani and Khosrojerdi (2016) used an MIP model to investigate resilience in the light of correlated disruptions.
Solution is implemented as a Taguchi-based memetic algorithm that incorporates a customised hybrid parallel adaptive
large neighbourhood search. The model is solved for a real-life case of a global medical device manufacturer.

Rezapour, Farahani, and Pourakbar (2017) developed a resilient topology of an SC that is able to recover from and
react quickly to disruptions. Three policies are analysed in regard to keeping emergency stock at the retailers, reserving
back-up capacity at the suppliers and multiple-sourcing. The authors apply non-linear MIP model to find the most prof-
itable network and mitigation policies. Major results of this study suggest that risk mitigation policies not only improve
the SC control by sustaining and improving its market share but also benefit customers by stabilising retail prices in the
market. Further, the analysis reveals that downstream ‘emergency stock’ is the most preferable risk mitigation strategy if
suppliers are unreliable.

2.3 Stochastic programming

Objective functions in stochastic programming approaches contain the sum of the first-stage performance measure and
the expected second-stage performance. Stochastic programming models are scenario-based and parameters are repre-
sented by a set of discrete scenarios with a given probability of occurrence.

Typically, in classical stochastic programming models (Tsiakis, Shah, and Pantelides 2001; Santoso et al. 2005; Goh,
Lim, and Meng 2007), demand is considered as an uncertain parameter. In robust stochastic programming models
(Azaron et al. 2008), facility disruptions and capacity expansion costs are also considered to be uncertain. Sawik (2013)
developed a stochastic programming model for integrated supplier selection, order quantity allocation and customer
order scheduling in the presence of SC disruption risks. Torabi, Baghersad, and Mansouri (2015) develop a bi-objective
mixed two-stage stochastic programming model for supplier selection and order allocation problem under operational
and disruption risks. The model considers several reactive strategies such as suppliers’ business continuity plans and
using backup suppliers.

2.4 Inventory management and contracting

Federgruen and Yang (2011) presented a general periodic review model to analyse the dynamic effects of inventory buf-
fers in the case of unreliable suppliers. Qi (2013) developed a continuous review inventory model with random disrup-
tions at the primary supplier. Hishamuddin, Sarker, and Essam (2013) presented a recovery model for a two-echelon
serial SC with consideration of transportation disruption. Their model is capable of determining the optimal ordering
and production quantities during the recovery period to minimise total costs

Hou, Zeng, and Zhao (2010) analyse the coordination with a backup supplier through a buy-back contract under
supply disruption. Iakovou, Vlachos, and Xanthopoulos (2010) analyse a single period stochastic inventory model for
capturing the trade-off between inventory policies and disruption risks for an unreliable dual sourcing supply network
for both the capacitated and incapacitated cases. They evaluate the merit of different contingency strategies. Shao and
Dong (2012) analyse an assemble-to-order system with a backup source to offer on-time delivery and a compensation
policy to compensate customers for waiting in each period during the disruption. The findings suggest that the backup
sourcing strategy is preferred at the beginning of the supply disruption, while the compensation strategy is preferred as
time elapses. For the considered example, the dynamic mixed strategy with customer choices is superior to the pure
backup sourcing strategy. The backup cost and customer sensitivity are two determining factors in the manufacturer’s
choice of the reactive strategies.

Hu, Gurnani, and Wang (2013) analyse the incentive mechanisms to motivate a supplier’s investment in capacity
restoration. They consider cases where the incentive is committed to ex ante (prior to disruption) and when it is commit-
ted to ex post (after disruption). The analysis indicates if the buyer offers incentives, both the buyer and the supplier
(weakly) prefer the ex ante commitment over the ex post one. The study by Kim and Tomlin (2013) indicates that if
recovery capacity investment is the only option, the firms in a decentralised setting overinvest in capacity, resulting in
higher system availability but at a higher cost. If both investments can be made, the firms typically underinvest in fail-
ure prevention and overinvest in recovery capacity.
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Lewis et al. (2013) analyse the disruption risks at ports of entry with the help of closure likelihood and duration
which are modelled using a completely observed, exogenous Markov chain. They developed a periodic review inventory
control model that indicates for studied scenarios that operating margins may decrease 10% for reasonably long
port-of-entry closures or be eliminated completely without contingency plans, and that expected holding and penalty
costs may increase 20% for anticipated increases in port-of-entry utilisation.

Gupta, He, and Sethi (2015) study from game-theoretical perspective the implications of the contingent sourcing
strategy under competition and in the presence of a possible supply disruption. The time of the occurrence of the supply
disruption is uncertain and exogenous, but the procurement time of components is in the control of the firms. The
results imply that supply disruption and procurement times jointly impact the firms’ buying decisions, optimal order
quantities and their expected profits. Subsequently, this study considers the impact endogenising equilibrium sourcing
strategies of asymmetric and symmetric firms, and of capacity reservation to mitigate disruption.

2.5 Simulation, system science and control theory

Simulation approaches have been proved to be a suitable tool for analysis of SCD in terms of the ripple effect. Schmitt
and Singh (2012) presented a quantitative estimation of the disruption risk at production and supply capacities in a mul-
ti-echelon SC using discrete-event simulation. They also consider dual sourcing as a contingency measure. The disrup-
tion risk is measured by ‘weeks of recovery’ as the amplification of the disruption. Carvalho et al. (2012) analysed
impacts of transportation disruptions on lead-time and overall costs in an automotive SC using an ARENA-based simu-
lation model.

Unnikrishnan and Figliozzi (2011) developed a scenario-based model with an adaptive routing policy. Vahdani, Zan-
dieh, and Roshanaei (2011) applied fuzzy programme evaluation and a review technique to calculate the completion
time of SC operations in the case of severe disruption. Xu, Wang, and Zhao (2014) used AnyLogic software and mod-
elled SC as an agent system to study the disruption at suppliers and recovery policies of the SC service level.

Ivanov, Sokolov, and Pavlov (2013) included transportation reconfiguration in the case of SC disruptions into the
SCD in a multi-period model based on a combination of linear programming (LP) and optimal control. Ivanov, Sokolov,
and Dolgui (2014) present a hybrid control-theoretic approach on the basis of optimal and feedback control to cope with
the ripple effect in the SC. Ivanov, Sokolov, and Pavlov (2014) developed a model for multi-period and multi-commod-
ity SCD with structure dynamics considerations. The original idea of these studies is SC description as a non-stationary
dynamic control system along with an LP model. They distribute static and dynamic parameters between the LP and
control models.

Xu, Wang, and Zhao (2014) developed an approach to predict SC resilience by including recovery measures that
use the analogy to biological cells with the ability for self-adaptation and self-recovery. Paul, Sarker, and Essam (2014)
analysed series of disruptions over time and presented an inventory control-based model to develop optimal recovery
policies for real-time disruption management for a two-stage batch production–inventory system with reliability consid-
erations. They consider multiple disruptions and cases where new disruption may or may not affect the recovery plan of
earlier disruptions. Ivanov, Sokolov, Pavlov, et al. (2016) studied disruption-driven SC (re)-planning and performance
impact assessment with consideration of proactive and recovery policies. Ivanov, Sokolov, Dolgui, et al. (2016) applied
simulation to the analysis of dynamic recovery policies for time-critical SCs under conditions of ripple effect.

Raj et al. (2014) develop a survival model to represent a time period from the time the system failed to function to
the time the system returns with its function (i.e. recovery). The input to the model is a failure event; the output of the
model is the recovery time. The model allows a quantitative measurement of SC resilience in terms of recovery time.

Spiegler et al. (2015, 2016), Spiegler and Naim (2017) demonstrate that inclusion of non-linear dynamics nonlineari-
ties can yield unexpected dynamic behaviours in a production and inventory control system, such as sustained oscilla-
tions or limit cycles. It can be helpful in order to avoid simulating complex models without preliminary analysis and to
recognise the non-linearity effects. For example, Spiegler et al. (2016) apply non-linear control theory in investigating
the underlying dynamics and resilience of a grocery SC.

3. Analysis and observations

3.1 Literature analysis

Based on the multidisciplinary literature analysis, our next objective is to derive some classifications regarding the fol-
lowing issues:

• what types of disruptive risks should be considered by SC managers
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• how to protect the SC against disruptions
• how to react in the case of disruptions
• which methods are mostly suitable for certain problems in SC risk management and control.

Table 1 depicts the matrix ‘risks-recovery’. In Table 2, the matrix ‘methods-contingency plans’ is presented.
The analysed literature considers three basic types of disruptive risks that should be considered by SC managers:

• production
• supply
• transportation disruptions.

Next, recent literature discussed different redundancy strategies (Figure 2):

• backup suppliers
• backup depots and transportation channels/modes
• inventory and capacity buffers
• capacity expansion.

Reaction to disruptive events can be performed depending on the severity of disruptions in regard to responsiveness:

• parametrical adaptation
• process adaptation
• structural adaptation.

Parametrical adaptation represents the simplest case where stabilisation and recovery are possible through tuning of
some critical parameters like lead time or inventory. Structure adaptation considers a backup supplier on contingency
transportation plans. MIP formulations with facility fortification consider product shift to backup suppliers if primary
suppliers are disrupted. Inventory control models also suggest policies for recovery. Simulation techniques consider
‘what-if’ scenarios which can be used by SC managers in the case of disruption occurrence to quickly estimate the
recovery policies and impacts on operational and financial performance.

Table 1. Matrix ‘risks-recovery’.

Inventory Capacity
Dual/multiple vendors
Backup suppliers

Production
disruptions

Vahdani, Zandieh, and Roshanaei
(2011), Rafiei, Mohammadi, and
Torabi (2013), Paul, Sarker, and
Essam (2014), Ivanov, Sokolov,
Pavlov, et al. 2016; Ivanov, Sokolov,
Dolgui, et al. 2016, Ivanov (2017b),
Rezapour, Farahani, and Pourakbar
(2017), Spiegler and Naim (2017)

Azaron et al. (2008), Ivanov,
Sokolov, and Pavlov (2013, 2014),
Torabi, Baghersad, and Mansouri
(2015), Rezapour, Farahani, and
Pourakbar (2017)

Lim et al. (2010), Schmitt and Singh
(2012), Li, Zeng, and Savachkin
(2013), Ivanov, Sokolov, and Pavlov
(2013, 2014), Sawik (2016), Ivanov,
Sokolov, Pavlov, et al. 2016; Ivanov,
Sokolov, Dolgui, et al. 2016, Ivanov
(2017b), Rezapour, Farahani, and
Pourakbar (2017)

Supply
disruptions

Vahdani, Zandieh, and Roshanaei
(2011), Hu, Gurnani, and Wang
(2013), Iakovou, Vlachos, and
Xanthopoulos (2010), Shao and
Dong (2012), Paul, Sarker, and
Essam (2014), Hasani and
Khosrojerdi (2016)

Azaron et al. (2008), Ivanov,
Sokolov, and Pavlov (2013, 2014),
Kim and Tomlin (2013), Ivanov,
Sokolov, Pavlov, et al. 2016; Ivanov,
Sokolov, Dolgui, et al. 2016, Ivanov
(2017a), Rezapour, Farahani, and
Pourakbar (2017)

Hou, Zeng, and Zhao (2010), Lim
et al. (2010), Yang et al. (2012),
Sawik (2013), Schmitt and Singh
(2012), Shao and Dong (2012),
Ivanov, Sokolov, and Pavlov (2013,
2014), Li, Zeng, and Savachkin
(2013), Gupta, He, and Sethi (2015),
Ivanov, Sokolov, Pavlov, et al. 2016;
Ivanov, Sokolov, Dolgui, et al. 2016,
Ivanov (2017b), Rezapour, Farahani,
and Pourakbar (2017)

Transportation
disruptions

Carvalho et al. (2012), Hishamuddin,
Sarker, and Essam (2013), Lewis
et al. (2013), Paul, Sarker, and
Essam (2014)

Azaron et al. (2008), Ivanov,
Sokolov, and Pavlov (2013, 2014),
Lewis et al. (2013), Gedik et al.
(2014) Hasani and Khosrojerdi
(2016)

Unnikrishnan and Figliozzi (2011),
Ivanov, Sokolov, and Pavlov (2013,
2014), Lewis et al. (2013)
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Table 2. Matrix ‘methods-contingency plans’.

Mixed-integer
programming

Stochastic
programming

Simulation and control
theory

Inventory management and
contracting

Disruption
risks

Production
disruptions

Lim et al. (2010),
Li, Zeng, and
Savachkin (2013)
Rezapour, Farahani,
and Pourakbar
(2017)

Azaron et al.
(2008),
Torabi,
Baghersad,
and Mansouri
(2015)

Paul, Sarker, and Essam
(2014), Schmitt and Singh
(2012), Vahdani, Zandieh,
and Roshanaei (2011),
Ivanov, Sokolov, and Pavlov
(2013), Ivanov, Sokolov, and
Dolgui (2014), Ivanov,
Sokolov, Pavlov, et al. 2016;
Ivanov, Sokolov, Dolgui,
et al. 2016, Ivanov (2017a,b),
Spiegler and Naim (2017)

Supply
disruptions

Lim et al. (2010),
Hasani and
Khosrojerdi (2016)

Azaron et al.
(2008), Sawik
(2013, 2016).

Carvalho et al. (2012),
Vahdani, Zandieh, and
Roshanaei (2011), Ivanov,
Sokolov, and Pavlov (2013,
2014)

Hishamuddin, Sarker, and
Essam (2013), Gupta, He
and Sethi (2015)

Transportation
disruptions

Azaron et al.
(2008)

Schmitt and Singh (2012),
Vahdani, Zandieh, and
Roshanaei (2011), Ivanov,
Sokolov, and Pavlov (2013,
2014), Ivanov, Sokolov,
Pavlov, et al. 2016; Ivanov,
Sokolov, Dolgui, et al. 2016

Hou, Zeng, and Zhao (2010),
Hu, Gurnani, and Wang
(2013), Iakovou, Vlachos,
and Xanthopoulos (2010),
Shao and Dong (2012),
Lewis et al. (2013)

Contingency
plans /
recovery
measures

Alternative
suppliers

Schmitt and Singh (2012),
Ivanov, Sokolov, and Pavlov
(2013, 2014)

Iakovou, Vlachos, and
Xanthopoulos (2010), Lewis
et al. (2013)

Inventory Paul, Sarker, and
Essam (2014),
Rezapour, Farahani,
and Pourakbar
(2017)

Carvalho et al. (2012),
Schmitt and Singh (2012),
Vahdani, Zandieh, and
Roshanaei (2011), Ivanov,
Sokolov, Pavlov, et al. 2016;
Ivanov, Sokolov, Dolgui,
et al. 2016, Ivanov (2017b)

Hishamuddin, Sarker, and
Essam (2013), Hsu and Li
(2011), Hu, Gurnani, and
Wang (2013), Shao and
Dong (2012)

Capacity Azaron et al.
(2008)

Schmitt and Singh (2012),
Ivanov, Sokolov, and Pavlov
(2013), Ivanov, Sokolov, and
Dolgui (2014)

Hsu and Li (2011)

Backup
suppliers

Lim et al. (2010),
Li, Zeng, and
Savachkin (2013)

Schmitt and Singh (2012),
Vahdani, Zandieh, and
Roshanaei (2011)

Hou, Zeng, and Zhao (2010),
Shao and Dong (2012)

Performance
measures

Fixed costs Lim et al. (2010),
Li, Zeng, and
Savachkin (2013)

Azaron et al.
(2008),
Torabi,
Baghersad,
and Mansouri
(2015)

Ivanov, Sokolov, and Pavlov
(2013), Ivanov, Sokolov, and
Dolgui (2014)

Hsu and Li (2011)

Variable costs Lim et al. (2010),
Li, Zeng, and
Savachkin (2013)

Sawik (2013,
2016), Torabi,
Baghersad,
and Mansouri
(2015)

Carvalho et al. (2012),
Schmitt and Singh (2012),
Vahdani, Zandieh, and
Roshanaei (2011), Ivanov,
Sokolov, and Pavlov (2013),
Ivanov, Sokolov, and Dolgui
(2014), Ivanov, Sokolov,
Pavlov, et al. 2016; Ivanov,
Sokolov, Dolgui, et al. 2016,
Ivanov (2017a,b)

Hishamuddin, Sarker, and
Essam (2013), Hsu and Li
(2011), Hou, Zeng, and Zhao
(2010), Hu, Gurnani, and
Wang (2013), Iakovou,
Vlachos, and Xanthopoulos
(2010), Shao and Dong
(2012)

(Continued)
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3.2 Critical analysis

MIP models with disruption probabilities can be fairly used in designing resilient SCs subject to costs minimisation.
Optimisation studies empower decision-makers to determine the performance impact and resilient SC redesign policies
within rigorous analytical solutions. These studies consider a large variety of parameters, variables and objectives, such
as SC structures with back-ups, discrete number of periods, demand (distribution) in periods, production capacities in
periods, beginning and ending inventory in periods, production quantities in periods, sourcing quantities in periods,
shipment quantities in periods, backorder quantities in periods, production, shipment, set-up, holding, delay, lost sales,
fixed, processing, ordering, backordering costs, disruption duration, in periods, recovery duration, in periods, as well as
individual impact on service level, costs, lost sales at the end of planning horizon (Ivanov 2017a).

At the same time, a general shortcoming of existing studies, as pointed out by Cui, Ouyang, and Shen (2010) and
Li, Zeng, and Savachkin (2013) is that the dynamics of SC execution is not considered. Disruptions are mostly
considered as static events, without taking into account their duration, stabilisation/recovery policies. Similar to MIP,
assumptions on the known reliability of suppliers and parametric probabilities make the stochastic programming models
generally difficult to handle and implement. In addition, a scenario-based approach exponentially increases the number
of variables and constraints in stochastic formulations. For some practical challenges and solutions in this direction, we
refer to van Delft and Vial (2004).

Table 2. (Continued)

Mixed-integer
programming

Stochastic
programming

Simulation and control
theory

Inventory management and
contracting

Disruption
costs

Li, Zeng, and
Savachkin (2013)

Ivanov, Sokolov, and Pavlov
(2013, 2014), Ivanov,
Sokolov, Pavlov, et al. 2016;
Ivanov, Sokolov, Dolgui,
et al. 2016, Ivanov (2017a)

Hishamuddin, Sarker, and
Essam (2013), Hu, Gurnani,
and Wang (2013), Iakovou,
Vlachos, and Xanthopoulos
(2010)

Recovery costs Azaron et al.
(2008)

Schmitt and Singh (2012),
Vahdani, Zandieh, and
Roshanaei (2011), Raj et al.
(2014)

Hishamuddin, Sarker, and
Essam (2013), Hsu and Li
(2011), Hou, Zeng, and Zhao
(2010), Hu, Gurnani, and
Wang (2013), Iakovou,
Vlachos, and Xanthopoulos
(2010)

Service level /
profit

Rezapour, Farahani,
and Pourakbar
(2017)

Sawik (2013,
2016)

Schmitt and Singh (2012),
Vahdani, Zandieh, and
Roshanaei (2011), Ivanov,
Sokolov, and Pavlov (2013),
Ivanov, Sokolov, and Dolgui
(2014)

Hsu and Li (2011), Hu,
Gurnani, and Wang (2013),
Shao and Dong (2012),
Gupta and Sethi (2015)

Service Level

Costs

Redundancy ResponsivenessRobustness/Flexibility

Pre-disruption Post-disruption

Preparedness Stabilization

Mitigation Recovery

Figure 2. Proactive and reactive SC disruption risk control strategies.
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Simulation can be considered as a methodology to further enhance the optimisation results or it can be even used as
simulation-based optimisation technique (Gao and Chen 2017). Simulation allows a dynamic consideration of random-
ness in disruption and recovery policies, real-time analysis, real problem complexity, inventory control policies, dynamic
recovery policies, gradual capacity degradation and recovery, impact of changes in sourcing, transportation and produc-
tion policies on the ripple effect and operational parameter dynamics in time, multiple performance impact dimensions
including financial, service level and operational performance in time (Ivanov 2017a).

The application of fuzzy and robust optimisation is related mostly to operational risks (e.g. demand fluctuations) and
the tactical planning level with some episodic interfaces to SCD. The same can be stated for control models. In addition,
as a general shortcoming of robust optimisation, the tendency for quite pessimistic solutions has to be pointed out. In
practice, it is hard to assume that managers will accept SCDs with low efficiency and high fixed costs just in anticipa-
tion of the worst case.

Summarising, investment in SC protection can help to avoid many problems with disruptive events. However, it is
impossible to avoid disruption completely. Simchi-Levi, Schmidt, and Wei (2014) underline that focus should be direc-
ted at the recovery policies regardless of what caused the disruption. Therefore, adaptation is needed to change SC
plans, schedules or inventory policies in order to achieve the desired output performance. In SCs, the adaptation (and
more precisely, human-driven coordinated adaptation) is the precondition of stability and robustness (Ivanov and
Sokolov 2013). The implications of strategic SCD and tactical SCP on SC performance at the execution and recovery
stage can be enhanced by using models based on the dynamics of the execution processes.

3.3 Managerial implications

Disruption risks may result in ripple effect and structure dynamics in the SC. It should be noticed that the scope of the
rippling and its performance impact depend both on robustness reserves (e.g. redundancies like inventory or capacity
buffers) and on the speed and scale of recovery actions (Knemeyer, Zinn, and Eroglu 2009; Hu, Gurnani, and Wang
2013; Ivanov and Sokolov 2013; Kim and Tomlin 2013; Pettit, Croxton, and Fiksel 2013). In many practical settings,
companies need analysis tools to estimate both SC robustness and SC resilience. For SC resilience, the impacts of
recovery actions subject to different disruptions and performance indicators need to be estimated (Figure 3).

Reactive decisions are crucial since the scope of the rippling and its impact on economic performance depends both
on robustness reserves (e.g. redundancies like inventory or capacity buffers) and on speed and scale of recovery
measures (Hendricks and Singhal 2005; Sheffi and Rice 2005; Tomlin 2006; Bode et al. 2011; Ivanov and Sokolov
2013; Kim and Tomlin 2013). In many practical settings, companies need analysis tools to estimate the impacts of
recovery measures subject to different disruptions and performance indicators. Ambulkar, Blackhurst, and Grawe (2015)
provide the evidence that recovery policies belong to the most important drivers of SC resilience. Such recovery options

Ripple
effect
control

Stability

Resilience

Flexibility

Robustness

Proactive

Reactive

Riskmitigation
inventory;

Capacityflexibility;

Backup facilities
and channels

Parametricrecovery
(inventory);

Processrecovery
(capacityflexibility );

Structuralrecovery
(backupfacility)

Figure 3. Ripple effect control framework.
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comprise backup strategies (e.g. backup suppliers, warehouses, depots and transportation channels), inventory and capac-
ity expansion. Contingency plans or backup planning (e.g. alternative suppliers or shipping routes) need to be developed
(Knemeyer, Zinn, and Eroglu 2009; Cui, Ouyang, and Shen 2010; Yang et al. 2012; Benyoucef, Xie, and Tanonkou
2013; Li, Zeng, and Savachkin 2013; Stevenson and Busby 2015). The recovery must happen quickly to expedite
stabilisation and adaptation in order to ensure SC continuity and avoid long-term impact. In implementing such recovery
policies, companies need a tool supported by collaboration and SC visibility solutions for assessing the impact of dis-
ruption on the SC as well as the effects from redirecting material flows (Sheffi and Rice 2005; Chopra and Sodhi 2014;
Simchi-Levi, Schmidt, and Wei 2014). The results of the literature can contribute to supporting decisions in these
practical problems (Table 3).

Despite the significant progress and results gained, the literature review undertaken, its analysis and the observations
derived from these allow us to identify and define some crucial gaps which may be considered as opportunities for
future research.

4. Future research agenda

4.1 Methodical issues

4.1.1 Recovery policies and quantitative methods

Recent research on SCM considered issues related to the ripple effect from different perspectives. They include SC resi-
lience with pre- and post-disruption views, SC flexibility, business processes, mathematical models and ICT (information
and communications technology). However, in the analysed domain of SCD and SCP with disruptions and recovery,
quantitative analysis techniques are considered separately from process and ICT points of view.

The efficient application of model-based support for any quantitative analysis implies a clear description of control
processes in the case of different deviations and disturbances. Such processes (i.e. control loops) should also include
different control objectives and strategies (e.g. recovering planned execution, maintaining plan stability, minimising
future impacts, etc.). In addition, impacts of control actions on economic performance and related costs of control have
not so far been sufficiently considered in the literature.

4.1.2 Problem and model taxonomy

Unlike the SCM domain, the SC recovery domain has so far only been addressed episodically. That is why further
efforts are needed to develop a taxonomy of this research field in regard to problem classification, methodical frame-
works and application recommendations. Such a taxonomy would help to postulate SC disruption management as an
independent research domain. In addition, it would provide managers with tangible guidelines of proactive and reactive
policies for different business models and SC structures.

4.1.3 Information and communications technology

From the ICT side, feedback control can be supported by SCEM (supply chain event management) systems and RFID
(radio-frequency identification) technology which can be used to effectively communicate these disruptions to the other

Table 3. Matrix of managerial implications.

Sourcing Production Distribution Integrated SCM

Strategic Segment suppliers
according to disruption
risks;

Segment production
cites according to
disruption risks;

Increase transportation
process and capacity
flexibility

Create SC visibility Risk
mitigationPrioritise and allocate

resources according to risk
considerationsOptimise inventory

management
Optimise inventory
management

Increase manufacturing
process and capacity
flexibility

Tactical Collaborative emergency training in the SC: Preparedness
Tracking changes, SC monitoring and alerting the executives

Operative Redirect material flows
using backup suppliers
and inventory

Reallocate resources
and change
manufacturing plans

Reallocate resources
and change
transportation plans

Reconfigure the SC by
rematching demand and
supply points

Stabilisation
and recovery
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tiers, and help revise initial processes. A critical issue in this area is detecting the disruptions and their scope in real
time. Embedding SC visualisation and identification technology is crucial for the successful application of quantitative
methods. We regard these shortcomings as an opportunity for research. In particular, the following future research direc-
tions can be stated.

4.2 Performance and resilience measurement in SC design and planning models

Even if a number of remarkable studies have been published on disruption-related performance measures such as resili-
ence, robustness, stability and flexibility, there is still a gap between practical needs and research results. Therefore we
relate this domain as a future research opportunity. The objective of research in this class is to develop systematic prin-
ciples for computing different disruption-related performance measures and embedding them into supply chain perfor-
mance measurement systems. A crucial role in this domain plays the issues of data acquisition. In this regard, Big Data
and business intelligence technologies may be very helpful (Ivanov 2017b). Finally, analysis of long-term impacts of
control actions and creation of a performance measurement system for the SC dynamics and control domain may be an
interesting research avenue.

4.3 Developing the recovery policies

From a practical point of view, the research in this domain is to provide managers with new tools in order to support
them in decisions on how to

(i) estimate the performance impact of capacity disruptions at the SCD stage;
(ii) quickly estimate the performance impact of real plan disruptions at the execution stage;
(iii) suggest efficient and effective stabilisation and recovery measures.

This issue of an integrated analysis of execution policies and the achievement of planned economic performance in
a real uncertain and perturbed execution environment is considered. A crucial practical problem is to determine where
exactly changes are needed: in the schedule, in the master plan or in the business plan. Such an analysis should incorpo-
rate multiple control loops including corresponding business-process models, quantitative models, and ICT for gathering
and processing real-time data. Decentralised interests in SC enterprises also have to be included in such analyses.

Different control strategies regarding construction of the optimal recovery programmes can be analysed based on
cybernetic principles of critical events, final deviations, free trajectories and interim solutions. For example, an immedi-
ate adaptation programme (i.e. immediate recovery and return on the planned execution) and a smooth adaptation pro-
gramme (i.e. constructing an alternative execution in anticipation of new perturbations) can be compared. In addition,
different control objectives may be considered such maintaining planned economic performance, extremising this perfor-
mance through control, or maintaining plan stability rather than recovering the planned economic performance.

4.4 Costs analysis and performance measurement for recovery stage

In previous research, cost analysis has rarely been included in the SC control models. In this regard, costs of adaptation
require a detailed analysis in interconnection with proactive risk mitigation costs. In this case, different trade-offs can be
considered, e.g. service level vs. costs (Figure 4).

Consideration can be given to the fact that risk mitigation costs are real but the protection effects and recovery costs
can only be anticipated. For scenarios of different scope and severity, these constellations may be different for various
combinations of proactive and reactive policies. Cost analysis can also be extended by analysing deviation costs both as
operative losses and long-term future impacts of deviation and recovery.

4.5 Time aspects in disruptions and recovery policies

Literature on SCD and SCP with disruption considerations mostly considers the recovery policies under the assumption
that the disrupted facilities or transportation channels do not return into the SC operation during the planning horizon.
There are only a few studies that incorporate SC plan reconfiguration into the performance impact assessment. Therefore
more studies are needed that consider temporary absence of some SC elements taking into account the duration of
disruptions with the capacity recovery and the costs of this recovery. New methods to compare SC recovery policies
with simultaneous performance impact assessment need to be developed. Hybrid optimisation-based simulation
techniques may potentially make it possible to analyse recovery dynamics with gradual capacity degradation/recovery.
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4.6 Interfaces of resilience and sustainability

Resilience issues in SCs go far beyond risk management only. The methodical elaborations on the evaluation and
understanding of low-frequency/high-impact disruptions are vital for understanding and further development of SCD
and control concepts in a broader sense and from a cross-disciplinary perspective. One of the important interfaces is
design and management of resilient and sustainable supply chains (Fahimnia and Jabbarzadeh 2016).

In this setting, the development of models and decision support tools can improve decision-making on resilient and
sustainable supply chains (Brandenburg and Rebs 2015; Giannakis and Papadopoulos 2016). Studies on supply chain
sustainability differ across methodologies but they commonly argue that the adoption of sustainable supply chains is
maintaining business continuity in order to reduce long-term business risks. Business continuity is at the same time one
of the fundamental characteristics of supply chain resilience.

Resilience has a number of intersections with SC sustainability. Since SCs became more and more global, these
network structures build a backbone of modern economy and directly influence such sustainability issues as employment
rates, natural resource consumption, etc. Important issues of SC sustainability are an assessment of SCD resilience and
efficient SC structure reconfiguration in the case of disruptions from the perspectives of environmental, political and
society impacts.

In practice, there are tangible intersections in which sustainability and resilience can influence each other. SC resili-
ence increase is driven by using backup facilities, inventory buffers, eliminating single source suppliers with high risk
exposure and facility fortification. From sustainability point of view, single sourcing, inventory reductions and labour
market stability in regions are important. Multiple complementary objectives and trade-offs can be investigated in this
area.

5. Conclusions

Frameworks for tackling operational and disruption SC risks in the light of the bullwhip effect and ripple effects have
been extensively studied in the literature over the past two decades. Most of them include the following elements:

• mitigating uncertainty at the SCD and SCP stage
• continuous preparedness and risk control
• response and stabilisation of process execution in the case of deviations or disruptions
• recovering and minimising middle-term and long-term impacts of deviations and disruptions.

Numerous empirical frameworks have been developed for analysis of SC risks and recovery measures. In recent
years, remarkable advancements have also been achieved in quantitative analysis methods for SCD and SCP under
uncertainty and risks. Those methods include mathematical optimisation, simulation, inventory management, control and
systems science.

The objective of this survey was to reveal application areas of different quantitative methods from SC risk analysis
in SCD and SCP. We could observe that the majority of quantitative research pertains to demand and lead-time fluctua-
tions at the operational risks side and structural disruptions at the disruption risks side. Proactive and recovery measures,
different redundancies (e.g. inventory, capacity buffers, backup suppliers) and flexibility strategies (e.g. dual or multiple

Figure 4. Trade-off service level vs. costs.
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sourcing, product and process flexibility and coordination concepts) are typically considered with a clear domination of
the redundancy area.

As limitations of quantitative analysis application to SC disruption control, it should be noticed that main events in
the model such as disruption start, full recovery, high inventory increase, system stabilisation, product write-off and the
resulting problems with service level are significantly distributed in time. In the simulation model, the impacts of these
events on SC efficiency and service level can be estimated according to the final experiment results. In real life, such a
retrospective methodology can be applied conditionally to performance impact analysis.

It can also be observed from the analysis that a number of empirically identified important areas of SC risk manage-
ment and control have attracted little attention in quantitative analysis. We regard this as a future research opportunity.
A future research agenda includes issues of integrating operability objectives as new key performance indicators, e.g.
resilience, stability, robustness into SCD decisions. Elements of recovery should be considered integrated with proactive
models. Such integration requires simultaneous consideration of both the static structural properties of SCD and execu-
tion dynamics subject to uncertainty and disruptions. In investigating the dynamic behaviour of the SC, an interesting
research avenue would be to apply dynamic systems theory in combination with mathematical programming methods.
Finally, organisational behaviour in mitigating and recovering risks is an under-explored area in management science/
operations research methods.
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